Mother of All Crimes – “5G” Technology!
Mainstream News Media
No crime of this magnitude with its long history could possibly happen without the knowledge and
cooperation of mainstream news media! Whomever controls the news media controls what people
see, hear and read and, therefore, what and how they think. In 2015, it was said that only six
companies control 96% of the world’s news! [1] [2]
The U.S. Military-Industrial-Complex (US M-I-C)
Former U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower warned the American people, in 1961, to be on
guard against the emergence of a corrupt US M-I-C. Tragically, the human race - and even planet
earth itself - are paying an unimaginable price today because people did not heed President
Eisenhower’s warning! [3]
Today, the US M-I-C is frighteningly real, enormous in size and increasingly corrupts and/or
controls more and more Western governments, at all levels! Its core members are the five health
regulatory agencies of the Western world:
- Health Canada (HC),
- the World Health Organization (WHO),
- the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP),
- the International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety (*ICES) and
- the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
(Note: ‘ICES,’ an internal committee of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE),
is a ‘front’ for the U.S. Military.)
Other key US M-I-C players include member nations of the “Five-Eyes” community (see below), as
well as electric power utilities, and wireless and telecommunications companies in Western
countries. On this issue, Canadian governments - at all levels - appear to be either unwilling to, or
incapable of, challenging or honestly questioning anything Health Canada or these industries say
about EMFs/EMR (both government and industry are core members of the US M-I-C).
The U.S. Military
Today, the U.S. Military is the world’s only super-power and self-appointed global policeman.
With an annual defense budget approaching $750-Billion, about 800 military bases in more
than 70 countries, and military troops stationed in roughly 130 countries, one quickly
realizes that there has to be a close interdependency between the U.S. Military and those
industries named below.
Of necessity, the U.S. Military’s major allies must be able to operate seamlessly with them, in
terms of their tactical communications, weapons systems, etc.
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Common sense says that the above all had to adopt the U.S. Military’s “thermal effects ONLY”
mantra (which, by inference, says that there are no harmful non-thermal effects to RF electromagnetic fields (EMFs))!
While for some people this might have been a debatable issue back in 1965 [which is when
today’s evil mantra was adopted (see below)], today, non-industry scientists globally know this to
be categorically untrue! [4] [5] [6]
Hence, Western nations that elected to adopt this mantra some 54 years ago are now having to
defend it in order to:
1) escape litigation;
2) avoid criminal prosecution; and,
3) avoid the re-engineering costs needed to make today’s technologies safe!
From the U.S. Military’s perspective, it needs electric utilities to provide whatever electricity its
enormous number of bases around the world require, not just for basic heat and hot water, but for
the electrical power each needs to operate its assortment of surveillance radars, guided missile
systems, command and control communications, electronic warfare (EW) systems, etc. (See
“Electric Power Generation Industry,” below.)
Similarly, for the U.S. Military to remain the world’s only superpower, it needs the wireless and
telecommunications industry to always ensure that it has state-of-the-art electronics in its
communications and electronics and weapons systems.
Since at least WWII both of these industries have considered the U.S. Military to be their number
one customer, given the military’s sheer size, its enormous budget and its endless requirements.
(See “Wireless and Telecommunications Industries,” below.)
It is worth repeating that the U.S. Military’s outrageously high ‘safe’ Exposure Limit of 100 W/m2
for RF EMR (which they adopted in 1965) provides protection ONLY against the thermal effects
of microwave radiation – and, even then, for just six (6) minutes! Whereas, in reality, the
unsuspecting public are chronically exposed to non-thermal radiation from many different
sources, operating simultaneously, on many different radio frequencies, 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, 52 weeks a year - in perpetuity!
(Writer’s comment: The globally-respected Bioinitiave 2012 Report recommended
‘safe’ Exposure Limits for RF EMR that were, in 2012, 3-6 MILLION TIMES LOWER
than the ‘guidelines’ championed by the US M-I-C, which includes Canada!) [7] )
Western Health Regulatory Agencies
As was noted above, Health Canada, the WHO, ICES and the FCC all elected in 1966 to adopt
the U.S. Military’s “thermal effects ONLY” mantra, and have defended and promoted it ever
since!
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Today’s fifth regulatory agency, the heavily-conflicted ICNIRP, established its own ‘safe’ Exposure
Limits in 1998, which proved to have virtually the same ‘safe’ RF EMF Exposure Limits to those of
the U.S Military, and these too are based on the thermal effects ONLY mantra.
‘Five-Eyes’ Countries
All ‘Five-Eyes’ member nations of this Western intelligence-gathering alliance (the USA, the U.K.,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand) also adopted the U.S. Military’s thermal effects-ONLY
mantra, in 1966, as well as its outrageously-high ‘safe’ Exposure Limits for those exposed to RF
EMR.
These are identical to those of the FCC and very similar to those of Health Canada’s Safety Code
6 … as well as ICNIRP’s and the WHO’s ‘guidelines’!
(Writer’s Comment: I was part of this family for more than 16 years, as is evident in my BIO.
Today’s ‘safe’ exposure limits for RF EMFs are so high that few, if any, single wireless
devices can exceed them; whereas multiple wireless devices operating simultaneously can
easily exceed today’s contrived and dangerous ‘legal’ limits. Readers need to realize that
radiation from all devices is cumulative; it all adds up!)
U.S. Telecommunications Act. History will record this 1996 Act to be one of the most
contentious Acts ever to be passed by a U.S. government, for it took from unsuspecting state and
local governments the right to block or veto telecom companies wanting to erect cell phone towers
anywhere they wanted - on environmental or health grounds!
It is said that Section 704 was written by the telecom industry! Since 1996, for the first time in U.S.
history, telecom companies can now install cell towers wherever they want – and governments are
powerless to stop them! [8a] [8b]
FCC (Federal Communications Commission)
One has only to look at FCC’s current and previous chairmen (see below) to know that the
proverbial fox is guarding the henhouse! [9]
 Although it has no EMF / EMR scientists of its own, the FCC still promulgates to the world what
they purport to be ‘safe’ Exposure Limits for RF EMR.
 In reality, the FCC simply adopts the ‘safe’ Exposure Limits determined by the U.S. Militarycontrolled ICES TC-95 (Technical Committee 95) subcommittee 4, and promulgates them to
the world as if they were the FCC’s own guidelines!
 The current chairman, Ajit Pai (a previous Verizon lawyer), appointed by U.S. President
Trump, has recently approved the launch of yet more thousands of satellites in space, which
are intended to irradiate every inch of space on earth with “5G” microwave frequencies in order
to bring broadband Internet to everyone on the planet – whether they want it or not! This,
despite the fact that “5G” frequencies have never been independently tested by EMR experts
to prove that they are safe to the public! [10]
 Like his predecessor, Pai champions wireless technology and Wi-Fi for everyone!
 Like his predecessor, Pai completely ignores literally thousands of scientific reports from
around the world that say that EMFs and EMR are hazardous to people and all living things!
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Like his successor, Pai completely ignores scientists’ pleas, globally, that urge all governments
to ban “5G” technology from space and earth!
The previous chairman, Tom Wheeler (2013-2017, also not a scientist), was appointed by
then U.S. President Obama and was the first to approve the launch of thousands of satellites
which will use “5G” technology to irradiate earth’s entire surface with microwave frequencies!
[11]
Chairman Wheeler championed, almost maniacally, the urgency for America to embrace and
implement 5G technology! [12]
In 2008, Wheeler raised more than $500,000 (U.S.) for Barack Obama’s election campaigns.
From 1992-2004, as Pres/CEO of CTIA (the Cellular Telecommunications Internet
Association), Wheeler’s job was to lobby all governments in the USA on behalf of wireless and
telecom companies. Wheeler was inducted into that industry’s Hall of Fame! (He is the only
person ever to be inducted into both halls of fame; see below!)
From 1976-1984 Wheeler was Pres/CEO of the Cable and TV Association, eventually being
inducted into that industry’s Hall of Fame!

Health Canada and Safety Code 6
Readers need to note that:
 Contrary to what Health Canada would have us believe, its senior EMF/EMR scientist and lead
author for Safety Code 6, Dr. James McNamee, PhD., admitted in a Quebec Superior Court in
2013 that, for frequencies ranging from 100 kHz up to 300 GHz, Safety Code 6 provides
protection ONLY against the thermal effects of radiation! [13]
 As was stated by Dr. McNamee, above, SC6 DOES NOT afford ANY protection whatsoever
against the hazardous pulsed non-thermal radiation which is emitted by all of today’s
RF products / devices / gadgets!
 SC6 makes no provision whatsoever for today’s realistic situation whereby people are
constantly exposed to pulsed non-thermal radiation from many emitters operating on different
frequencies all transmitting simultaneously!
 All of today’s wireless RF products, devices and gadgets were exempted – yes, exempted from having to be tested for ‘safety’ (to a person’s health and safety) because it was presumed
- some 54 years ago - that its radiated power was too low (too weak) to be harmful to people.
 The above means that not one of today’s wireless RF products, devices or gadgets has been
independently tested - by qualified experts having no ties to industry – to ensure that it is safe
to be used by, on or around people of all sizes, of all ages, of all levels of wellness on a
24/7/365 day basis in perpetuity!
 Nor does SC6 even mention the hazardous ELF or power line EMFs to which people are
constantly exposed in their homes, schools, hospitals, communities, etc.!
 U.S. Military scientists said, in 1994, that the most dangerous frequencies to man were those
between 1 and 5 GHz - because these frequencies penetrate all organ systems of the body
more thoroughly and therefore put all organ systems as risk! Yet the USA and Canada allow
baby monitors, cell phone towers, cordless phones, Wi-Fi routers, Bluetooth devices, ‘smart’
meters, etc. to use these very same frequencies! (Writer’s comment: My own letter to the then
Minister of Industry Canada, the Honorable James Moore, in which I raised this issue, went
unanswered!)
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Dr. James McNamee became a Member of ICES’ Standards Coordinating Committee 28 SC3 in 2002 (where Exponent Inc.’s William Bailey was already a member);
Funding for independent studies in North America on cell phone radiation dried up in the
1990s, meaning that since then virtually all studies have been done by Industry!
Of necessity, one must look to Asia and Europe to find meaningful non-industry studies of RF
EMR!
The supposed ‘safe’ Exposure Limits established by the corrupt US M-I-C applies only to brief
acute exposures, in the case of Health Canada’s Safety Code 6, it provides ‘safety’ for just 30
minutes! [14]
All ‘safety’ studies done by North American governments and/or industry to date typically have
been of relatively short duration (less than, say, five years); whereas, scientists say that the
latency period for diseases such as cancers, Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, etc. is anywhere
from 10 to 30 years or more. Therefore, industry’s ‘short-term studies’ are, in effect, even
more dangerous in that they conceal the truth! But this enables corrupt government officials
and industry to use the term: ‘weight of evidence,’ rather than the more meaningful ‘quality of
evidence’ to support their position that non-thermal EMF/EMR is not harmful to humans!
Neither the USA nor Canada has ever seen fit to impose the ‘Precautionary Principle’ in
an effort to protect the public’s health or safety – not once! This is not only inconceivable and
unforgiveable, it is also criminal! [15]
Unbelievably, both the USA and Canada put the onus on the public to prove – beyond a
shadow of doubt - that EMFs / EMR are hazardous to one’s health!
Indefensibly, both the USA and Canada refuse to heed the many thousands of peer-reviewed
studies from scientists around the world, or the 2300 U.S. Navy studies, or the findings of the
USA’s Richmond Conference, or the 30+ years of studies done by Russian and Eastern-bloc
countries, all of which conclude overwhelmingly that non-thermal EMR is hazardous to
humans and all living things!
Major insurance companies refuse to provide product liability insurance to any device that
emits electromagnetic radiation! [16] [17]
Nor will the USA or Canada recognize or admit that there exists a condition known around the
world as ‘electro-hypersensitivity’ or ‘EHS.’ First identified in 1932, EHS is now recognized by
many countries and affects millions of people globally who simply cannot tolerate any form of
EMFs / EMR. The severity of EHS can vary from being slightly debilitating to where people are
completely disabled! It is no longer uncommon to hear of people in various countries who have
been forced to flee their homes and sleep in their vehicles in an attempt to escape the
radiation! [18]

Champions of the “Thermal Effects Only” Mantra
In addition to the two FCC chairmen mentioned previously, other high-profile champions were or
are:
 Within Canada – former and current Health Canada EMF/EMR scientists Drs. Maria Stuchly,
Daniel Krewski, Michael Repacholi, James McNamee, Art Thansandote, Pascale Bellier,
etc.
 BC Cancer Agency’s - Mary McBride (who was exposed by Canada’s largest commercial TV
network, CTV, when it found her not to be a qualified “PhD” or the “Dr.” she had allowed others
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to address her or to call and/or refer to her as, as she had done for so many years). Her
studies have consistently found in favor of there being no harmful effects to either ELF EMFs
or RF EMR. [19] [20]
Other Canadian Champions – but non-scientists - meaning that they could not have known the
hazards of non-thermal EMR, were: Bernard Lord, QC, PC, the former Pres/CEO of CWTA
(Canadian Wireless and Telecommunications Association) (2008-2016), and his successor,
Robert Ghiz, effective Jan., 2017. Both had previously been provincial premiers.
British Columbia – the previous (inaugural) and current Provincial Health Officers: Dr. Perry
Kendall (now retired) and Dr. Bonnie Henry, who succeeded him. Neither ever saw fit to
respond to any of my emails and both seemed content to remain deaf and dumb to any/all
criticism from other concerned and informed citizens while they defended and championed
whatever Health Canada / Safety Code 6 said about EMFs/EMR/EHS!
Within the USA and Internationally,
Clearly, one of the most significant and influential champions is, and has been for many years,
Exponent Inc.’s Dr. William F. Bailey who, in addition to being a key ‘product defence
scientist’ for electric utilities (throughout North America, at least), is an important member of
both U.S. Military-dominated ICES subcommittees 3 and 4. Also, it was he to whom the
WHO’s Dr. Michael Repacholi, in 2005, sent a draft copy of the proposed ELF EMF ‘safe’
Exposure Limits asking for his comment!).
Other key American champions include ICES’ Ken Foster, John Moulder, Joe Elder, Mays
Swicord, Richard Tell, etc., (Both Foster and Moulder previously had been selected by
Health Canada to function as Expert Panel Members to review Safety Code 6)! [21] Also, in
2005, ICES’s Ken Foster, John Moulder, Linda Erdreich (of Exponent Inc) and James
McNamee (of Health Canada) co-authored a study on mobile phones and mobile phone base
stations and cancer.[22] UCLA’s Leeka Kheifets, a long-time ICNIRP member (see below).
Sweden’s key champions are conflicted Anders Ahlbom and Maria Feychting (she also
happens to be the current Vice Chair of ICNIRP and, along with Kheifets (above), previously
worked for/with Dr. Michael Repacholi when he was at the WHO.
The U.K.’s key champion is Dr. Anthony Swerdlow, an ICNIRP board member, head of
epidemiology at the Institute of Cancer Research, Chairman of the ‘Independent’ Advisory
Group to Britain’s Health Protection Agency, and he and his wife are both said to be major
investors in several large British telecom companies! [23]

The Electric Power Generation Industry
Electric power utilities had to have been pleased, in 1965, when the U.S. Military adopted its
thermal effects ONLY mantra to any EMFs, because it is commonly known that:
a) hazardous electric and magnetic fields (EMFs) are produced by anything in which electrical
current is flowing (e.g.: overhead power lines, substations, voltage transformers, household wiring,
household appliances, ‘smart’ meters, power tools and machinery, electric vehicles, etc.); and,
b) scientists have long known that there are harmful non-thermal effects to these EMFs! [24] [25]
[26]
But it must have been euphoric in 2005, when today’s extremely high (i.e., industry-friendly and
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U.S. Military-compatible) ‘safe’ Exposure Limits for power line (50 Hz/60 Hz) EMFs were
established – for the world! Not only did the notoriously corrupt Dr. Michael Repacholl
orchestrate these but, in doing so, he was assisted by eight industry representatives whom he had
specifically invited to assist him! [27] [28]
The above naked corruption is responsible for the enormous chasm that exists today between
what honest, non-industry EMF scientists around the world say constitutes a ‘safe’ level of
magnetic field in a home or school and that which electric utilities say is safe.
Non-industry scientists say that magnetic fields should not be more than one (<1) milliGauss;
whereas electric utilities say that 2,000 times that amount is safe! This outrageous and heartless
lie simply enables electric power utilities around the world to ‘legally’ erect their overhead power
lines, electrical substations, power transformers, etc. dangerously close to schools, hospitals,
residential communities, nursing homes, public parks, etc.
An even greater void exists between what the USA (i.e., ICES’ Sc-3) and non-industry scientists
say is safe for the Public: 9040 mG vs <1 mG! [29] More shocking still is the unbelievable disparity
between what US Workers must tolerate and what scientists say is safe: 27,100 mG vs <1 mG!
[30] [31]
(Writer’s comment: a current example of what is allowed to happen because of the above
can be seen in the City of Vancouver, British Columbia, where the province’s largest crown
corporation, BC Hydro, has recently been approved to build its proposed underground
electrical substation, on top of which, when construction has been completed and the
substation is operational, the electric power utility will be build an Elementary school!
BC Hydro volunteered to the public and City officials that the substation, when operational,
will produce magnetic fields of some 30-40 mG with an upper limit of 100 mG! Compared to
what Health Canada, the WHO and ICNIRP all say is safe – 2,000 mG, the BC Hydro
numbers sound extremely safe! Thanks to media silence, people are also unaware that
both property and land values can be expected to fall by as much as 30% once the public
becomes aware of the truth! [32]
Since May 31, 2010, when ‘smart’ meters were legislated in British Columbia [33] this same
corruption – aided and abetted by a sinfully silent news media - has enabled electric utilities and
cash-starved, naïve and technologically-ignorant governments to literally force their insidious
wireless ‘smart’ meters on every dwelling and occupied building across Canada (as has happened
in other Western countries)!
Unknown to most people, ‘smart’ meters each contain two microwave radio circuits – both of
which emit hazardous pulsed non-thermal radiation)! Even more dangerous, is the ‘Collector’
meter, which will be attached to at least one home in every “meshed-grid” network – without the
occupants’ knowledge! Although similar in appearance, Collector meters contain three (3)
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microwave radio circuits – the third of which constantly relays electrical consumption data - to and
from the utility – for every home in the ‘grid’ throughout each and every 24-hour day! And this is in
addition to all of the activity conducted by the other two microwave radio circuits! [34]
The Wireless and Telecommunications Industries
Were it not for the U.S. Military’s thermal effects-ONLY mantra (with its extremely high ‘safe’
Exposure Limits for those exposed to RF EMFs), there likely could not be any wireless radio
products today! Scientists have known for decades that wireless radio products - including cell
phones, cell phone towers, wireless smart meters, smart appliances, baby monitors etc. - all emit
‘energy,’ in the form of EMFs, which produce hazardous non-thermal effects to humans and all
living things!
Yet today, thanks to a corrupt US M-I-C, government agencies such as the FCC and Health
Canada – who are supposed to protect the public’s health and safety, and regulate these
industries – instead, defend and aggressively champion their hazardous technologies! It is only
because of today’s orchestrated and scientifically indefensible ‘legal umbrella’ that wireless and
telecommunications companies are able to sell their obscenely-profitable wireless products; to
erect cell phone towers near schools, hospitals, residential communities; install wireless products
in cancer clinics, hospitals, schools, residential communities, nursing homes, public transportation
systems, etc. Despite all of the misery and suffering caused by today’s disease epidemics and
premature deaths, even these are expected to pale in comparison to what scientists fear will result
from 5G (Fifth Generation) technology.
Land-based telecom companies throughout North America and elsewhere are anxious to roll out
their new “5G” technology! In the short term, 5G will provide every dwelling and building with
broadband Internet access – whether or not it is needed or wanted! In every 5G community, there
will be many microcell towers spaced not farther apart than every 10th home!
Each microcell tower (containing up to hundreds, possibly many hundreds of tiny transmitters) will
be mounted on existing street lights and/or utility poles or on newly constructed poles. 5G will
employ new much higher microwave frequencies, none of which has been independently tested
and proven to be safe to humans (Note: It is known that major militaries use similar millimeter long
microwave frequencies in their weapons to control or disperse crowds!) Scientists, knowing the
characteristics of higher microwave frequencies, know that these microcell transmitters will need
to use phased array antennae in order to attain the increased power levels needed (said to be 10
times greater than current 4G technology) for these 5G frequencies (with their millimetre long
wave length) to penetrate homes and buildings in order to reach their intended destinations and/or
equipment. [35] This does not bode well for people or any living thing!
Adding to the above insanity are recent FCC decisions which have authorized companies such as
SpaceX, OneWeb, etc. to launch a total of some 20,000 – yes - 20,000 low-orbiting satellites,
all of which are also intended to saturate every inch of space on earth with broadband Internet!
These satellites will also use similar but different higher microwave frequencies! [36] The resultant
‘electro-smog’ from both space-based and earth-based 5G is beyond one’s comprehension, and
this will be on top of the ocean of electro-smog that already can be detected in space!
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Summary
In summary, although cancer agencies of the world don’t yet acknowledge it, EMF scientists
globally say that the non-thermal effects of EMFs produced by power lines and pulsed RF EMR
CAUSE – repeat – CAUSE most of today’s disease epidemics (albeit not exclusively), such as:
autism, ADHD, brain tumors, brain cancers, thyroid cancer, breast cancer, testicular cancer,
prostate cancer, pancreatic cancer, colon cancer, kidney cancer, leukemia and other cancers,
Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, suicides, depression, miscarriages, Sudden-Infant-Death-Syndrome
(SIDS), asthma, cardiac diseases, etc.!
And this is BEFORE 5G! With at least 20,000 satellites and ground-based 5G networks both
bathing mankind day and night with their much-higher microwave frequencies, no person and no
living thing on earth will be able to escape or hide from this unimaginably cruel attack on
defenseless unsuspecting human beings!
Industry and governments have gone stark raving mad and, unless sanity can somehow be found,
somewhere, and quickly, man’s days on this planet are numbered! Who needs to worry about
possible wars with Russia, China, North Korea, etc.?
Beyond a doubt, this is the Mother of all Crimes! If there is a God in Heaven, those sick, demented
people responsible and their colleagues must be apprehended and held accountable for their
actions! This is democracy?
Sincerely,
J.G. Flynn, Captain (Retired)
Bowser, B.C. Canada
****************************************************************
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James G. (“Jerry”) Flynn’s BIO
I am a retired Canadian Armed Forces captain (commissioned from the ranks in what was then
the Royal Canadian Navy) who spent 22 of my 26+ years in the ‘Forces’ in Electronic Warfare
(EW) and Signals Intelligence (SIGINT), the former of which included two years in National
Defense Headquarters (NDHQ) Ottawa, in the Directorate of Electronic Warfare (DEW). In EW I
worked closely with U.S. and NATO armies and, of my own initiative, attended a major NATO
army EW officers’ course in Anzio, Italy, following which I participated in a major NATO army EW
field exercise in Germany. I accepted invitations to visit both the U.S. Pentagon and,
subsequently, Fort Bragg, North Carolina (the US Army’s principal EW base). Earlier still, I
conducted Radio Warfare/EW at sea aboard two Canadian warships.
In the SIGINT world, I spent more than 16 years working as a member of the “Five-Eyes”
intelligence-gathering community, which culminated in my two-year appointment as Executive
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Officer and Operations Officer of one of Canada’s largest and most sensitive radio intelligencegathering stations, where I employed some 200+ specially-trained radio operators who conducted
both COMINT (Communications Intelligence) and ELINT (Electronic Intelligence) under my
direction. Throughout this period, I worked closely with the USA’s NSA and, to a lesser extent,
with Britain’s GCHQ.
I retired in 2005 but, since 2008, I have devoted myself (save for the period noted below) to
researching, writing and speaking out publicly on this preposterous, insidious non-thermal
radiation issue, now threatening all life on earth - the perpetrators of which I believe are illinformed members of what is now a paranoid U.S. M-I-C, whose members are increasingly
concerned about the inevitable criminal investigations and looming class-action lawsuits, as
happened previously with Big Tobacco!
In the fall of 2016, cancer very nearly claimed me when I was suddenly stricken with a particularly
virulent form of non-Hodgkin lymphoma – which, in hindsight, I attribute solely to my own
indefensible stupidity in presuming that Health Canada had tested and verified that all wireless
electronic products on the market were ‘safe’ for the public to use! On leaving the Forces, in my
second career, which lasted 26-years, I was extremely fortunate to have a client list that eventually
included the Saudi Arabian government plus other large multinational corporations who collectively
had major operations and/or projects in various countries on five continents. Consequently, I
quickly embraced all things wireless: a Blackberry cell phone, Wi-Fi routers (both in the office and
at home); cordless phones (both locations), microwave ovens (both locations), laptop computer
(wireless, of course), Bluetooth cell phone and heated seats in my vehicles, electric in-floor radiant
heat in my homes, not to mention the EMF/EMR I was exposed to in my working and living
environments. In retrospect, were it not for an excellent medical team and for my wife’s tireless
attention and nursing, and for her stubborn determination not to let me go, I would not be here to
write this.
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